
Aschau Loop

CYCLING TOUR

Beautiful bike round with a dream view of the Kaiser Mountains and along Hohenaschau Castle.

Starting point
Tourist Info

Location
Reit im Winkl


distance:
70.5 kilometres 

duration:
04:40 hours


maximum altitude:
795 meters 

minimum altitude:
524 meters


altitude difference:
731 ascending 

altitude difference:
731 descending

Starting point: Tourist Info It's a leisurely descent towards Kössen. We drive down the curves without braking too much 
and so we roll quickly through Kössen in the direction of Walchsee. Already here the view of the surrounding mountains is 
beautiful and gives a foretaste of the view during this bike tour. Shortly after the exit sign for Kössen, we turn right in the 
direction of three farmhouses. So we avoid driving on the main road to Walchsee. Instead, a wonderful path with a view of 
the mountains leads towards Walchsee. We drive through the village to Durchholzen and then drive a few kilometers 
downhill. At the junction towards Sachrang we turn right. Some serpentines meander comfortably upwards. It is always 
worth looking back towards Kufstein and the beautiful mountain panorama. From Sachrang there is always a slightly 
downhill cycle path to Aschau. There is a steep descent into town that almost flies past the castle and beautiful historic 
district, so take the time to look up at the castle. At the roundabout, we head towards Bernau and Prien am Chiemsee. 
From Bernau we start on the bike path to Grassau, Marquartstein and Unterwössen. After Unterwössen it goes uphill to 
Oberwössen before you climb the Masererpass. Alternative: The bypass to Kössen via Schleching (turn off after 
Marquartstein) is not quite as steep. But the last kilometers to Reit im Winkl roll out comfortably. Conclusion: Wonderful 
tour on well-prepared cycle paths and with scenic and cultural highlights.

Arrival by car

From Munich or Salzburg on the federal motorway Munich - Salzburg (A8 to Grabenstätt exit no. 109), continue towards 
Marquartstein and on the well-developed German Alpine Road (B 305) to Reit im Winkl. Parking:-Tourist - Info, 
Dorfstrasse 38, 83242 Reit im Winkl.-Tirolerstrasse 37 at the ballroom, 83242 Reit im Winkl. From Munich or Innsbruck 
on the federal autobahn Rosenheim - Innsbruck (A93) to Oberaudorf (exit no. 59). Continue to Walchsee, Kössen and Reit 
im Winkl. Parking:-Tirolerstrasse 37 at the ballroom, 83242 Reit im Winkl,-Tourist Info Dorfstrasse 38, 83242 Reit im 
Winkl.



Arrival by public transport

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Prien am Chiemsee train station (best bus connection!). With the RVO bus line 9505. 
All timetables: www.reitimwinkl. en . Tourist stop - Info. Connections to Reit im Winkl from Ruhpolding train station 
with the RVO line 9506. Stop directly at the Tourist Info.

https://www.reitimwinkl.de/mobil
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